CYBORG OR HYPERVERSE?
WHAT WILL TAKE US FURTHER?
Keno Oneo in Conversation with Jochen Franck

Franck:

At the very end of our last conversation ... you stated, "If we want to have a
better World, we don't need better Intelligence ... we need a better Humanity."
That sounds sympathetic at first glance, but is quite problematic at second
glance.

Keno:

I actually had expected you to disagree with this statement, or at least to
question it strongly. Given that, where is the core of your criticism?

Franck:

It took us humans about 4 billion years to be able to develop our present
intelligence for progress ...

Keno:

... yes, that's right ... it was a long way ...

Franck:

... and I believe that our successful progress intelligence can definitely be
enhanced by our Mind ... specifically by combining smart thinking and the new
digital possibilities ....

Keno:

You are thinking of AGI and also the Cyborg-Vision?

Franck:

Yes. My model is actually quite simple: we have now become so intelligent that
we can develop a technical-algorithmic Super-Intelligence. This type of
intelligence might even qualify our existing progress intelligence in such a way
that we will ... eventually ... get the
Future-Intelligence
and
Inclusive-Fitness
that you so often call for.

Keno:

I understand you're not arguing against Future-Intelligence and InclusiveFitness. Right?

Franck:

That's right. I want us to go down the road to Cyborg-Intelligence.

Keno:

I would have a different take on that. Let us perhaps look at an overview first:
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ProgressIntelligence

Betterment of
Humaneness

Evolution
as a Process

Co-Evolution
as a new Intelligence

AGI and
Cyborg-Vision

Hyperverse
Nagual qualifies
Consciousness

Fitness beats Truth

Franck:

Yes, that is your argument: The Betterment of our Humaneness is the
Prerequisite ...

Keno:

... and therefore also the cause ...

Franck:

... for Co-Evolution. And based on that, you assert that Co-Evolution is not a
process of Progress, but a novel Quality ...

Keno:

... or Level ...

Franck:

...of Intelligence. Right?

Keno:

Yes, very true. Progress and Evolution are based on the principle described by
Donald D. Hoffman as follows:
Fitness
beats
Truth.
The Alternative that is now becoming apparent ... meaning the Investment in a
better Humaneness ... follows a different principle:
Nagual
qualifies
Consciousness.

Franck:

The Nagual replaces Fitness. And Truth is replaced by Consciousness. Hmm.
That's a pretty radical perspective.

Keno:

Maybe. But we should consider the following:
If we as Humanity succeed
in making the Nagual
the Qualifier of our Consciousness,
we won't need Cyborgs.
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Franck:

Well, many experts have a completely different view on this. I just finished
studying Frank Wilczek's book, Fundamental Ten Keys to Reality (2021). He is
a Nobel laureate in physics ...

Keno:

... yes, of course I can't keep up with that! ...

Franck:

... and he writes (I quote verbatim):
"It may take a long time before universally usable autonomous
artificial intelligences (AI) reach human levels. But the motivation to
develop them is strong and progress unstoppable, so it will
probably be within a century or two... Thanks to their superiority in
speed of thought, perceptual power, and physical strength, cyborgs
and masterminds will replace the homo sapiens as the vanguard of
intelligence... It is possible that genetic engineering will produce
creatures with superhuman abilities. They will be more intelligent,
stronger, and (I hope and expect) more empathetic than today's
humans."

Keno:

Yes, yes ... I know these visions. There are numerous of them. But ...

Franck:

... what bothers you about them? ...

Keno:

... sadly, it's just Religion. An inhuman Version of Religion. A modern Myth of
Redemption, based on the ancient Judeo-Christian dogma-core of original sin
and the principle Obligation of Redemption. And this in combination with the ...
already several times discussed ... old Myth-Set, i.e. the Beyond, the Absolute
and the Truth. In addition, the ancient fear of chaos of man (contingency as
destroying fate).
All rather simple-minded Narrations ... far away from the necessary SelfRespect, Self-Empowerment and Self-Love of Humans to their own Humanity.
The Times of Myths ... and here I follow Jean-François Lyotard ... is over, thank
God. Only anxious people need old religious Myths. And only desperate people
need this technical kind of Redemption.

Franck:

Ok, what do the future generations need?

Keno:

Well, they need that which will only evolve once one lets the Myths die. And
what is that? Basically, the Opposite of Fear. So Freedom, Love and Nowness:



Freedom from Addiction to Truth
(Creation instead of dead Certainty).



Love for the Creation (Nagual), whose
"Children" we are.



Nowness as the Intelligence of the Third
(Shared-Nagual)

The Woke-Values already represent these first Values and Foundations of the
coming Co-Evolution.
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Franck:

You claim that the Woke activists will initiate the Co-Evolution? Really?

Keno:

Quite simply. The Woke-Values are right (but the current actionist enforcement
strategies are very often problematic). The Woke-Values secularize the
Autonoetic-Consciousness (ANC), i.e., they force us to put the Power of
Differentiation in the service of a much better Unification (We-ness and
Humaneness).
So if Wilczek, as a physicist, hopes that the "superhumans" called cyborgs
should become more "empathic" than we humans, this is, in my view, merely
the combination of an academic hubris with the old-religious dogma core.
Let's go back to the core of the conflict:
Thesis 1: Better Progress-Intelligence can only exist if we succeed in
developing a better Humanity. Better Humanity can only exist if
Humanity becomes able to nagualize its Being (nagualizing the
World and the I). Keyword: Nagual qualifies Consciousness by CoEvolution.
Thesis 2: Better Progress-Intelligence can only exist if AGI and Cyborg
succeed in producing an Emergent-Consciousness superior to that
Consciousness which we humans are able to create for our own
Co-Evolution.
Basically, we recognize two very different paths here:
The Cyborg-Vision

The Hyperverse-Vision

Man invents those AGI-Machines
which produce that Consciousness
for us that we need for the
Improvement of our Futures
(Exclusive-Fitness).

Man as "Child" of Creation
unites with the Now-of-Creation
(Nagual) to develop a new kind of
Inclusive-Fitness
(Co-Evolution as basis)

Franck:

Thus Exclusive-Fitness ... based on the Cyborg-Vision or Inclusive-Fitness ...
based on the Practice of a Co-Evolution organized in the Hyperverse. Is that
how you see it?

Keno:

Yes. Inclusive-Fitness means: we co-evolve with the Nagual an "eternal"
source of becoming better. Keyword:
Shared-Nagual.
This "Shared-Nagual" belongs to the Nagual as well as to us. It continuously
produces the respective Consciousness that we Humans need in order to be
able to make ourselves and our world better.
Exclusive-Fitness is different: Together with our Intelligence we develop those
Intelligence-Machines which are superior to us in Intelligence. So we follow the
Progress-Intelligence of AGI-Machines.
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Franck:

Do we follow the Intelligence of AGI or do we follow the Nagual-Consciousness
that we Humans create?

Keno:

It is not about the Consciousness of Something (Coded Icons), but about the
Consciousness as Something (the Nagual-Consciousness). If we want to
create the Future 2 / 3 already today, we need
Emergent-Consciousness.

Franck:

What exactly do you understand by this?

Keno:

It is a Consciousness that is not expectable and also not plannable. It is a
Consciousness that has to be born, as a Child of Potentiality, so to speak.
Emergent-Consciousness is not generated by observing the World or by
Thinking about the Future (Predictions):
Emergent-Consciousness
is generated by combining
Courage (Radical Hope) and Ideality.
Only Humans can generate this kind of Courage and Ideality. What we
therefore need is
an Idealistic-Humanism.

Franck:

That is, more Humaneness. I can understand that. But Idealism as a Generator
of Emergent-Consciousness? To me, that's inconceivable. For me Idealism is
pretty close to " Illusion" or "Retro-Romanticism". In other words, impractical
and inefficient.

Keno:

The Idealism in question here is different from historical Idealism. It arises from
the Nagualization of the I and the Mind-Cards (Reality-Generator). So by the
2nd Defluence. If the human being recognizes, experiences and loves himself
as a "living Nagual", the spiritual Competence for Idealism automatically
unfolds in him. (He practices it through his real Life.) And at the same time he
gets something like an inner Order for Radical-Hope (Courage). It follows from
this:
If one wants to create Cyborgs,
which can produce
Emergent-Consciousness, one will fail.
Why? The raw material from which one can create Emergent-Consciousness is
the original relationship between the human-worldly Consciousness (MarkedSpace) and the Nagual Consciousness as Something, which we Humans in
principle cannot recognize, because it is the "Unmarked-Space" (George
Spencer-Brown).
The following three Categories exist in our worldly Consciousness of
Something:
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1

The things and events of the world
(Icons of objectification)

2

The things that are only intrinsically and not physically existent (Qualia,
e.g. the experience of colors)

3

The now of creation (Nagual)
and its "agent", i.e. the autonoetic consciousness (ANC).

If one tries to shape category 1 in such a way that one can qualify category 2
(and this is what AGI-Machines are all about), then one will have to develop a
concept that is programmed to cause a kind of leapfrog into the emergent
through a consciously intended over-complexity or critical self-dynamics. AGI
Intelligence generates its Emergence through a deliberate creative Crisis of
Over-Complexity.
Franck:

In my words ... the AGI programs must be given the freedom and potency to
behave as creators.

Keno:

Yes, it is like that.

Franck:

And why should this not be possible?

Keno:

Quite simply:
The AGI-Machines and the Cyborgs
cannot become Creators,
because they are not
"Children" of the Creation.

Franck:

And why should we Humans beings be able to become Creators?

Keno:

Because we carry category 3 inside us. Because we are Nagual-Beings, but
we do not know yet how to integrate this "Nagual-Being" into our worldly
Waking-Consciousness.

Franck:

So we are already carrying everything inside of us. But we do not yet have a
Consciousness that leads us to where this "Everything" is waiting for us.
Correct?

Keno:

Yes. We have the 1st Defluence through which we are given a Consciousness
of Ourselves in the World and of the Being of the World (see Tomasello's
research on the subject of "Cumulative Cultural Transmission").
But we, as Humanity, have not yet been able to develop a System that can
connect our Worldly-Consciousness with the Now-of-Creation (Nagual) ... that
is, a System for the 2nd Defluence.

Franck:

Implicitly you are saying that we will have to develop the 2nd Defluence ...
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Keno:

... but what can become functional only now through Digitality and Metaverse
...

Franck:

... so that we can socially develop the Practice of Co-Evolution, the Novel
Future-Intelligence and Inclusive-Fitness?

Keno:

Yes. The core of everything we have discussed so far is placed here:
THE QUESTION OF ALL QUESTIONS
Do we succeed
in developing and establishing
a practicable System
for the 2nd Defluence?

What do we recognize? It is we humans. Only we humans. If we can provide
humans with a stable connection with the inner nagual (e.g. ANC) and the free
nagual in the context of a 2nd Defluence, then this Nagualization of being
human will be able to "deliver" those Emergent-Consciousnesses that AGI and
cyborg cannot. Neither "in a century or two" (Frank Wilczek) nor in the short
term. As a sketch:
The Cyborg-Vision

The Hyperverse-Vision

AGI-Machines

WE Humans

Self-Generating
algorithmic
learning phases

Die
2nd Defluence

The generation
of Emergent-Consciousness through
intentional over-complexity in a digital
system that can program itself
autonomously

The Nagualization
of our I and
our Mind-Cards
for the World
generates
Emergent-Consciousness

In other words:
We, as Nagual-Beings, are
the best Cyborgs in the World.
Franck:

Apparently, you assume that the AGI concept of critical-productive supercomplexity will not be able to generate the desired digital Hyper-Intelligence.

Keno:

Yes - your assumption is correct.
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Franck:

But couldn't it be that Emergent-Consciousness is digitally called or generated
... and that is by the Appearance or Provocation of a Over-Complexity ... a kind
of creative Chaos. This Over-Complexity would then be something like what
was the so-called "Primordial-Soup" of Creation many billions of years ago.

Keno:

Yes, it might be. But then Creation, which would be originated from it, would be
different than we Humans will need it.

Franck:

But our description of "creation" is perhaps also only fantasy and illusion. Who
knows?
Maybe Creation is even interested in the fact that ... finally! ... the cyborgs are
invented, because by this the "Cosmic-Intention" gets a more intelligent
partner. Then your model of the Co-Evolution could be accomplished on a
higher level of intelligence ... completely in the interest of Creation therefore.

Keno:

Let's check again what is "real" for us Humans. This could be helpful:

 Are World, Earth and Cosmos
observable and existent?

 Is Creation as Evolution real
existent?

 Are we as Humanity existent?
 Is the experiencing of Time
and Future existent?

Yes, they are existent.
Yes, it is existent.
Yes, we are existent.
Yes, it is existent.

 Am I as a living Being, as a
Human-Being and therefore as
a conscious "I" existent?

Yes, it is existent.

So 5 x yes. The next question is: Who or what organizes this Certainty of "it is
existent"? Who is the maker of "it is existent"? The answer is:
That which is
existent for us
becomes existent
in our Consciousness.
Franck:

So far I can follow. But what follows from this?

Keno:

If our Consciousness is the Truth of the Existent, then the EmergentConsciousness sought by AGI can also become present only in this Truth of
the Existent. It follows:
Whatever Consciousness
the Cyborgs will generate ...
it will not be able
to become present
in our Consciousness.
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To put it a bit exaggerated: The cyborgs would have to make us humans into
zombies without consciousness first, so that they can transfer their cyborg
consciousness into us afterwards.
Franck:

That's an interesting perspective. You say that Cyborgs will probably be able to
produce Emergent-Consciousness.

Keno:

Yes, might be.

Franck:

But you also say that this Cyborg-Consciousness cannot become present in
our Consciousness ...

Keno:

... yes, that it cannot become our Reality ... it remains "non-existent" ...
whatever it is.
Therefore ... from my point of view ... the next stage of our spiritual Evolution
will not be called "Cyborg", but "Nagual" ... Consciousness as Something ...
invented by our Consciousness of Something.

Franck:

Please explain.

Keno:

The Nagual is an Invention, so to speak, an Invention for inventing. Since the
Nagual ... whatever it could be ... cannot be objectified ... meaning it cannot be
made "worldly" ..., it should be invented in such a way that it can become
useful for our worldly development. In other words:
We have the spiritual Freedom
for inventing the Nagual.
As "Children of Creation",
we have the Freedom for
the Betterment of our World
by Inventing the Better.
We are free in this aspect to utilize and to exploit the "Space of the Spirit" ...
and as John C. Lilly wrote, that is free from the Borders of Truth. Lilly argues
something like this:

 In the Space of our Spirit, there are no Borders.
 But we create Borders, e.g. through thinking,
experiences and cognitions ... i.e. through what we
consider to be "true".
 These Borders (Borders) of the True are Forms of
Faith.

 These Borders can be overcome because there are no
Borders at all in the Space of our Spirit.
Basically, we recognize the following alternatives here:
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The Cyborg-Vision

The Hyperverse-Vision

We invent the

We invent the

Cyborgs,

Nagual,

in order to attain that
Emergent-Consciousness
through them, which we ourselves
cannot produce, because our Mind
permanently generates
its own Borders.

in order to be able
to form the border between the
Consciousness of Something and the
Consciousness as Something in such
a way that we can produce the
Emergent-Consciousness
in Cooperation with the Nagual
(Shared-Nagual).

Franck:

In my words, in the Cyborg-Vision, we Humans become the Partner of the
Cyborgs. In the Hyperverse-Vision, we Humans become the Partner of the
Nagual.

Keno:

Yes, very well expressed.

Franck:

The Cyborgs are our technical Invention.
The Nagual would then be our Noeteric-Invention.

Keno:

Yes, it is like that. But there is an important distinction:



The Invention of the Cyborgs is focused on a specific
AGI intelligence and generates the hope that this kind
of Intelligence could generate the desired EmergentConsciousness that we cannot conceive.



The Invention of the Nagual is focused on mentally
instrumentalizing the currently unavoidable Border in
the Space of the Spirit in such a way that EmergentConsciousness can be generated ... through a CoEvolution that takes place in the "Third".

Franck:

This sounds very abstract. So: where do you specifically see the difference?

Keno:

Yes, let me be more precise:

A - In the Cyborg-Strategy, the EmergentConsciousness is created by the Hyper-Intelligence
of the AGI.

B - In the Nagual-Strategy, the EmergentConsciousness is co-created by the Consciousness
as Something ... as a "Shared-Nagual", which we
call "the Third".
Franck:

Where do you see more opportunities ... with A or B?
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Keno:

With B. It could happen, as I said, that the Hyper-Intelligence of the Cyborgs
(A) generates a kind of Consciousness, which in principle cannot become
present in our Human-Consciousness.
By the way, something like a sequel of the famous touring test is emerging
here ... a "Noeteric-Test", so to speak:
Can the Cyborg-Consciousness
become a creative Partner in
our Human-Consciousness?
From my point of view, I would use both strategies in parallel. With variant A ,
we will certainly be able to reap a great harvest ... even if the Cyborgs fail the
Noeteric-Test.
With variant B , it is not at all possible that it will not work:
The use of the Nagual
is guaranteed to generate
Emergent-Consciousness.

Franck:

Wow. That's a very big promise! Can we critically analyze that some time?

Keno:

Gladly, please go ahead.

Franck:

How do you know that Consciousness exists as Something? It is, as you say
yourself, absolutely not objectifiable. So you can't claim that there is this
"phantom". It is not in our Consciousness. Therefore it is not suitable to
become our spiritual Partner for the Idea of Co-Evolution.

Keno:

This is a legitimate (and also frequently asked) question. To answer it, I have to
ask you to dive with me a little bit into the Model of Noeteric.

Franck:

Oh yes, I would love to.

Keno:

When we started our Neuro-Lab "Mind-Design" about 30 years ago, we were
focused on the following question:
Is there a
Quality of Consciousness
that is able to
make our Mind more productive,
more creative and innovative,
and at the same time
making our I happier?
Is there a
Super-Consciousness?
In other words, as a formula: Happy "I" and a successful Mind.
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That was the starting point. Building on this, the following statements can be
made:
1. The sought Super-Consciousness only has its
existence in our Mind, if we invent it as the Nagual.
2. The Nagual ... that is the Now-of-Creation ... is that
Invention which lets us invent better.
3. It is a matter of inventing about what is not present as
Truth, i.e., that does not create a Border to the
"Space of the Spirit" (Lilly). So it is a matter of
inventing an Invention that constitutes its Presence in
our Consciousness in such a way that it does not
become present as a "Border of Truth". As a formula
for this:
It exists
in order not to exist.
This is the Third.
The Third is
the Nowness of the Paradox.
4. The 1st Reality-Generator, which is based on the 1st
Defluence, automatically creates that Border, which
separates us from the Third, by its mental processes.
So it will be a matter of developing an additional 2nd
Reality-Generator.
5. The 1st Reality-Generator (and with it the 1st
Defluence) has built up a very efficient NeuronalNetwork in the brain, which is primarily programmed
for
Fitness by Truth (FBT).
This is the Zone-of-Conversion in the brain.
This zone transforms the incoming signals of nowbeing into the reality of certainties (objectifications,
evaluations, predictions, etc.).
6. The 2nd Reality-Generator that needs to be
established is based on another Zone that needs to
be established in the Brain:
The Zone-of-Emergence.
This Zone is also a Neuronal-Network. But it has a
different function:
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The incoming
Signals of the Now-Being
and the real lived Life
in the real World are
integrated into
the Now-of-Creation (Nagual).
7. So the 2nd Reality-Generator has the task to develop
a far-reaching Nagualization, consciously as a
Complement to the Certainty-Effects of the 1st
Reality-Generator. As a sketch:

1st RealityGenerator

2nd RealityGenerator

Zone-ofConversion

Zone-ofEmergence

Certainty

Nagualization

Franck:

What exactly is nagualized?

Keno:

Here are 4 areas:
1

2nd Defluence

The Nagual
as My-I

Essencing

2

The Nagual
as Mind

3

The Nagual
as Life

4

The Nagual
as "The Third"

It's all
about the
Teenager

Mind-Carting

Create the
Dispositives
of the Better

Fulfillness

Live in the
Nowness
of Freedom
and Love

Shared-Nagual

Harvest the
Intelligence of
"The Third"

These 4 areas of Nagualization create what we have described ... in terms of
META and Mark Zuckerberg ... as follows:
It is about building a
Monopoly for the Better.
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The basis for this Monopoly is based on the following premises:






It's all about the Teenager
The Chain of all Generations
Lifelong Loyalty
Shared-Nagual

Franck:

As you know, I automatically cringe at the word "Monopoly". That word scares
me. It terrifies me. I don't want a Monopoly! Absolutely not!

Keno:

I can understand that. But if you take a closer look, you and I are living in a
Monopoly that can be called a
Society of Coercion
... a rather invisible, because ideologically intensely penetrated,
Monopoly of Power.

Franck:

You leave me speechless! You plead in the context of Noeteric for more
Freedom, Love and Nowness ...

Keno:

... i.e., I plead for the Secularization of the Autonoetic-Consciousness (ANC),
as we can recognize it in the first beginnings by the
Woke-Values ...

Franck:

... yes, maybe, but where do you see the current Monopoly of Power then?

Keno:

It's pretty invisible as a Monopoly, because it's so successful as a Monopoly
and Ideology, because it's supported and permanently reinforced back by an
unmanageable number of Promoters, Agents, Institutions, Media and believing
followers.

Franck:

But if it is accepted and carried by so many people and Institutions, then it is
not a Monopoly after all.

Keno:

An Ideology can become a "hard" Monopoly. Even if there are only a few
thousand supporters and people accepting it.
From my point of view, the "Society of Coercion" ... that is, a Society and
Culture programmed almost unilaterally for
the Power of Better-Knowledge
... is a Monopoly ... a Monopoly of Differentiations.

Franck:

But is it really bad, then? Or wrong? Or harmful?
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Keno:

Let's put it this way: the Advantage of the Power of Knowledge is that this
Power has replaced the historical Power of the Holy. So loosely based on
Donald D. Hoffman:
Science
beats
Religion.
The Epoch of the Power of Knowledge has ... primarily in the 19th and 20th
centuries ... led to an Explosion of Innovations. Without this explosion, there
would be no Digitality. And it is precisely this Innovation of Digitality that is now
beginning to wrest its Authority from the Power of Better-Knowledge ... and
faster than the privileged Elites of the Knowledge-Power would like. Keywords
here:

 The Bottom-up-Creativity in the digital Rhizome-Sphere
disempowers the "holy order" (Hierarchy) of
Knowledge.

 Humanity becomes the Source for a better
Consciousness and for a better Future-Intelligence.

 The desired "Better Humanness" will not be enforced by
the Intelligence of AGI of the Cyborgs, but by the
combination of Metaverse (Reality-Mix) and Metabliss
(Noeteric-Rituals) in the Hyperverse.
Franck:

Don't you see all this too absolutely and also too pessimistically?

Keno:

A counter-question: Are we living in the time of the Great-Quake ... that is, in
the Epoch of a Transition?

Franck:

Yes, I think so. But basically, we just have the situation that we cannot solve
the many current problems satisfactorily, so that avoidable crises arise from it.
As I said, I still believe that we certainly have a Crisis of Thought and
Intelligence (which is why I have since become a fan of AGI). But we certainly
don't have a Crisis of Better-Knowledge.

Keno:

Not a Crisis of the Power of Better-Knowledge? Let's look at a little overview:
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KNOWLEDGE AND SUPPRESSION
Society
of
Coercion
The Power
of
Better-Knowledge

The
UnhappyI
It exists
only the
1st Defluence

Obligation
for
Resilience

WokeValues

Crisis
of
Democracy

The BigQuit

Getting
out of
the job

Franck:

What do you want to illustrate? You claim that a Society and a Culture built on
hierarchized Better-Knowledge will automatically be repressive, don't you?

Keno:

Indeed, I see it this way: Because of Digitalization ... primarily because of the
Billions of Users of Social Media worldwide ... a Morphic-Field has emerged,
which now unites more and more with the Presence of the ANC. The first result
is the manifestation of the Woke-Initiatives:
We want a Society
in which the Intelligence of Differences
is permanently deployed,
for the Growth of Human-Dignity.

Franck:

But there is nothing against it! Dignity ... more dignity ... what intellectual would
object?

Keno:

Now you are simplifying your argumentation a bit too much. Let us analyze
more precisely:
1. What will increase the Intelligence of the Differences in the
Future?
Answer: The Nagual.
2. What will increase the Growth of Human-Dignity?
Answer: The Nagual.
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Thus, we can see that we need the Nagual ... that is, the Now-of-Creation ... in
order to finally (!) positively relate or unite Differences (Innovation) and
Unification (Dignity).
Currently it is the case that the Dignity of the Human-Being is that raw material
which too many people need in order to be able to fulfill the officially
proclaimed Obligation for Resilience ... which basically requires Bravery ...:
People are brave
because they have Dignity.
Franck:

Maybe, but how can one change that? Can it be changed at all?

Keno:

Yes. The key to Becoming-Better is the Invention and Programming of the
Nagual ...

Franck:

... stop. An Invention cannot be programmed.

Keno:

Yes, it works very well indeed. In terms of Efficiency ... Efficiency for the
Practice of Daily Co-Evolution.
But the process of Nagual-Programming will only be successful if we help
Teenagers to develop a happy Nagual-I. This is where it all begins:
We need Millions
and Billions of Happy-I's.

Franck:

This objective is what we have already discussed under the heading of
Idealistic-Humanism.
Right?

Keno:

Yes. We need the dissolution of the old background ... combined with the
Invention of the Nagual and a clear commitment to the Self-Empowerment
(Dignity) of Man.
Let's briefly touch on this again in keywords. What is it about?
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Dissolution




New-Development

biologically conditioned Fearof-Contingency
the Core of religious Dogma

 The Nagual as an Invention for
co-evolutive Inventing

 Meta-Consciousness as Reality
 2nd Defluence / Happy-I

 Original-Sin

 2nd RealityGenerator / FutureIntelligence

 Obligation of
Redemption

 the old Myth-Set

 Self-Empowerment / Dignity

 the Beyond

 Inclusive-Fitness / Idealistic-

 the Absolute

Humanism

 the Truth

 Power as wisdom for Evolution

 2nd Axial-Age

The old Background

The New Horizon

In this context we get to clear statements:

 Without Hyperverse we will not be able to organize the
New-Development.

 Without Hyperverse we will not be able to make our
Humanness the Source of Emergent-Consciousness.

 Without Hyperverse we will not be able to realize the
entry into the 2nd Axial-Age.

Franck:

And this brings us back to your statement at the end of our last conversation:
If we want to have a better World,
we need a better Humanity.

Keno:

Yes, thanks for reminding us of that. Following on from that, we can say:
Anything that leads us
to a better Humanity,
is evolutively efficient.
Whether it is through
Cyborg-Intelligence,
it is good.
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Or if it is done
through the
Co-operation of the Nagual,
it is also good.
Franck:

Whoops. But you don't really believe that going the Cyborg path is going to
lead us to this "more Humanity." That's the way it is, isn't it?

Keno:

Yes. There are three aspects here:
1. I believe that the Cyborg-Strategy cannot develop and offer
Emergent-Consciousness that will become so present in our
Consciousness that we can become more human as a result
of it. The Cyborg-Strategy will not pass the Noeteric-Test.
2. But even then, if Cyborg-Intelligence did work (maybe in 100
years?) ... even then it would violate ANC and the flourishing
of Woke and Dignity. Most people will oppose it because it
would make the factor of Suppression (Coercion) even more
severe and suppressive.
3. Even then, if ... as Wilczek speculates ... in "a hundred to two
hundred years" Cyborg-Intelligence could work ... even then
it would be more than useless. Why?
Cyborg-Intelligence would be too late. The present Society of
Coercion is the result of the 1st Axial-Age. If we cannot
establish a Society of Creation ... that is, no entry into the 2nd
Axial-Age ... we will no longer have Democracy ... to be more
precise:
Our Democracy 1.0
will not be able to survive
without an Idealistic-Humanism.

Franck:

Pretty gloomy picture. And this from you, the eternal optimist! That amazes me.

Keno:

I know everything will be good ... because of Co-Evolution and the Nagual as a
Partner for the Creation of the Becoming-Better.

Franck:

How do you know that?

Keno:

When one permanently lets the Now of one's Nagual-I cooperate with the Nowof-Creation (Nagual), the Nagual is whispering to you:
"Everything will be good."
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